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Abstract

Providing tenants with solar electricity

Olivia Dahlquist, Max Hamrén & Amanda Lidström

In later years the interest for solar cells has 
increased in Sweden. Even so, the attractiveness to 
integrate solar cells to buildings becomes 
attenuated due to regulations and taxes, which 
complicate the process. Ihus is a company owned 
by Uppsala Municipality in Sweden who has chosen 
to invest in solar cells that are integrated to their 
facility at Bolandsgatan 10, where they are leasing 
out locales to other companies. Their aim with the 
solar cells is to distribute electricity to their tenants 
without becoming professional electricity suppliers. 
This study simulates the solar cell electricity 
demand and supply at Bolandsgatan 10 and 
analyses the interest and regulations regarding solar 
cell integration. The result shows that using solar 
cells not only is an excellent choice of green energy 
but it would also be economical beneficial for the 
tenants. To show how solar cell electricity could be 
allocated, four alternative solutions have been 
developed. Furthermore, this report shows that tax 
regulations have to adapt to fit in with the 
development of solar cells in order to encourage the 
usage of solar cells in the future. 
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Terminology list 
Cost of capital   is based on following: rate of return, inflation, 

administrative costs and risk assessment. For an 
investment that extends over a longer period it is 
essential to make an investment calculation.  

Electricity certificate system  is a support system that is supposed to increase 
the production of renewable electricity and also 
reduce the production costs for renewable 
energy. 

Electricity meter  measures the electricity used in kWh. 

Electricity supply contract  is a contract between the customer and the 
electricity supplier. It contains, among others, 
information about the electricity price and how 
long the contract is valid. 

Energy tax  is a government fee for electricity. In Sweden it 
is 0.29 SEK per kWh. 

Fuse                  protects the electrical circuit from overload. 

Feed in tariff   someone that inputs electricity from renewable 
energy into the grid receives a fixed feed in 
tariff. It is supposed to benefit renewable 
energy. 

Legal person can be a business, non-governmental 
organization or governmental organization. 

Natural person is a human being in jurisprudence. 

Nord Pool Spot is Europe’s leading power exchange market that 
offers day-ahead and intraday markets within 
nine countries 

Peak power capacity  measures the maximum electrical power that can 
be produced by the generator, usually measured 
in kilowatts (kW), megawatts (MW) or 
gigawatts (GW). 

Self-consumption rate  is the percentage of how much the production 
covers the consumption. 

Spot price  is the price for a certain electricity area. The 
spot price is generally decided hourly. 

VAT – value added tax  is the tax added on the purchase price, a kind of 
consumption tax. 
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1. Introduction 

Solar energy corresponding to over 10,000 times the total global energy consumption 
of fossil fuels hits the earth every year. Even if we will never be able to utilize all that 
energy, solar power still has great potential (Swedish Energy Agency, 2014). 

The solar power potential becomes even more relevant in times of global warming. 
The international community has agreed on keeping global warming below 2°C 
(compared to the pre-industrial period). In order to stay below that temperature 
cutting down on emissions is essential. For 2020, the European Union has committed 
to decrease its emissions by 20 % compared to the levels in 1990 (European 
Comission, 2014). Many kinds of energy productions produce emissions, either in the 
production process and or when producing power. Solar power also produces 
emissions, but only in the production state. It has an energy payback time of 2-4 years 
and together with the excepted lifetime of 30 years, 87-97% of the energy generated 
by the PV system will not contribute to emissions (U.S Department of Energy, 2004). 
Thus solar power becomes important. 

In the long term, The Swedish Energy Agency (2014) expects direct solar power to be 
a significant component in global renewable energy systems. The world has already 
experienced a considerable growth in the share of power production from solar power. 
In European OECD1 countries the generated solar power has increased by an average 
of 5.1 % per year (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2013). A report by 
International Energy Agency (2012) showed that solar power generated by 
photovoltaics (PV) could reach a global capacity of 4 500 TWh per year. This would 
correspond to about 11 % of the world´s total electricity production. In this scenario, 
investments in PV systems would in addition reduce the carbon emission by 2.3 Gt 
per year (International Energy Agency, 2012). 

The strong growth in solar power also applies to Sweden. The installation of PV 
power was 36.2 MW in 2014, which was twice as much as in 2013 when 19.1 MW 
was installed (Lindahl, 2015). The increase was mainly a result of lower module 
prices. Even though the energy generated from solar power is rapidly increasing, solar 
power still only represents a small fraction of the total energy production in Sweden 
(Swedish Energy Agency, 2014). Companies and individuals contributed to a 
continuous growth during 2014 and solar power produces approximately 75 GWh per 
year. This corresponds to about 0.06 % of the total Swedish energy consumption 
(Lindahl, 2015). 

 

                                                           
1 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
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One company that sees the potential in solar power is Ihus. Ihus is a company owned 
by Uppsala Municipality in Sweden, managing industrial properties. On four of their 
properties they have installed solar panels in accordance with their vision of 
contributing to a sustainable development of electricity production. Their latest site 
was bought through functional procurement, meaning that the procurement was based 
on the function of the PV system. In this case Ihus wanted the PV system to have a 
production peak of 47 kW and the purchase was based on this requirement instead of 
the technical aspects of the product. This new site has therefore become one of the 
most cost-effective solar power sites in Sweden. The site’s advantageous cost and 
overall good result has led Ihus to analyze the possibilities of administering solar 
power directly to the leasing customer. If this is possible it will open up opportunities 
for implementing renewable energy in a ground-breaking way. 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this project is to study and analyze the possibilities of Ihus offering 
their tenants solar energy from the PV system placed on the roof of Bolandsgatan 10. 
Ihus want to keep from becoming a professional electricity supplier but still they want 
their tenants to be able to choose their own electricity contract. Advantages and 
disadvantages of a possible solution will be studied as well as financial effects toward 
the tenants. The aim is, based on these requirements, to find the most beneficial 
solution for both Ihus and the tenants.  For this purpose a case study on Bolandsgatan 
10 will be considered. 

x How could Ihus offer their tenants solar electricity without becoming a 
professional electricity supplier? 

x How would the tenant be affected financially by the proposed solution? 
x To what extent will solar power correspond to the energy demand of tenement 

house? 
 

1.2 Limitations 

The study will only focus on providing solutions for companies as tenants. Thereby, 
no solutions for natural persons as tenants will be examined.  
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2. Background 

In this background section necessary information to understand the study is presented. 
As an introduction Ihus, the owner of Bolandsgatan 10, is described followed by a 
review of the current electricity market, solar power in general and solar electricity 
situation in Sweden. A few examples of similar projects are also presented.  

2.1 Ihus 

AB Uppsala kommuns Industrihus – Ihus, is a corporation owned by the municipal of 
Uppsala. Ihus leases out offices, warehouses and industrial premises to a total area of 
approximately 220 000 m2 in Uppsala. In 2012 Ihus had a total rental income of 157 
200 000 SEK. Ihus focuses on offering innovative and sustainable solutions for 
expanding and developing companies in Uppsala (Ihus, 2015).   

Sustainability aspects are of great concern to Ihus. The company is environmentally 
certified and strives for minimized energy consumption and using environmentally 
friendly material only in its’ buildings. Ihus contain information about environmental 
impacts in all of their leasing contracts in order to help tenants to develop their 
environmental work. Ihus has set up environmental objectives to work for reduced use 
of non-renewable resources and investments in renewable energy is one of their 
objectives (Ihus, 2015). 

Ihus owns 27 properties and has installed solar panels on four of them. The 
company’s latest contribution of solar power site was installed on Bolandsgatan 10 in 
2015. The building itself was built in 1959 and has a total area of 18 200 m2 (Ihus, 
2015). There are currently 11 companies leasing the building according to Ihus and 
together they occupy an area of 11 848 m2. The tenants’ daily businesses are varying 
and differ from a go-cart arena to a restaurant as well as offices for the Migration 
agency (Börjesson, 2015).  

2.2 The Swedish electricity market 

Approximately 70 % of the electricity produced in Sweden is sold on Nord Pool Spot. 
The remaining electricity is sold directly from the electricity producer, which would 
be the case on Bolandsgatan 10. The electricity suppliers buy the electricity that they 
sell to consumers on Nord Pool Spot. The electricity supplier also holds a balance 
responsibility which means that the company has economical responsibility to make 
sure that there is balance between energy production and energy demand (Swedish 
Energy Markets Inspectorate, 2014).  

The Swedish Energy Markets Inspectorate (Ei) monitors and regulates the electricity 
network operators in order to make sure that the electricity network operators’ comply 
with the Electricity Act that involves charges being reasonable, objective and non-
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discriminatory (Swedish Energy Markets Inspectorate, 2015). The reasonability is 
controlled by a limit in how much each company can charge their customers. The 
objectivity is regulated by law, which states that energy companies’ prices for a 
certain customer segment must reflect the companies’ costs for the specific customer 
segment. The energy companies are allowed to have different prices for different 
customer segment’s, such as apartment customers and villa customers, but they are 
not allowed to favour one customer segment on the cost of another (discrimination) 
(Swedish Energy Agency, 2012). 

The Swedish electricity market is divided into four bidding areas; Luleå, Sundsvall, 
Stockholm and Malmö. The different bidding areas all have different spot prices, but 
within the areas the electricity price is the same (Svenska kraftnät, 2014). Uppsala is a 
part of electricity area SE3. 

 

 

Figure 1. Visual presentation of the 4 electricity areas. (Swedish Energy Markets 
Inspectorate, 2014) 

Increased production of renewable energy would result in an increased load on the 
national grid. The national grid is already heavily pushed with a bottleneck through 
SE2 in north-south direction. The risk that the national grid’s capacity would limit the 
expansion rate would increase if the development of renewable energy would take 
place in the surplus areas; SE1 or SE2. The load on the national grid has been taken 
into consideration in the 2020 development plan and renewable energy will therefore 
be built in areas that are most favourable to the Swedish energy system (Swedish 
Energy Agency, 2013). 
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2.2.1 The price of electricity 

The price of electricity increased dramatically between 1997 and 2007. For 
households the increase was 84 % and the increase for the industry was 65 %. The 
electricity price then peaked in 2010 but has since dropped and during 2014 the yearly 
average spot price on Nord Pool was low, 0.27 SEK/kWh (27 ÖRE/kWh). For an 
overview of the price development see Figure 2 (Swedish Energy Agency, 2015). 

 

Figure 2. The graph represents the historic annual average spot price in Sweden. 
(Swedish Energy Agency, 2015) 

The energy price consumer’s pay consists of: 

x Spot price  

x Transmission and distribution costs 

x Energy tax 

x VAT 

x Electricity certificate supplement charges to electricity suppliers 

The electricity price is also affected by the agreement that the customer chooses to 
enter with its electricity trader. The price depends on if the agreement is a based on a 
fixed or variable electricity fee. The most common agreement form in Sweden is 
variable electricity rate (Swedish Energy Agency, 2011). 

2.2.2 Electricity certificate system 

According to an agreement with the EU, by 2020, at least 49 % of the Swedish energy 
must come from renewable sources. Sweden then decided to increase the share to 50 
%. The green electricity certificate system was introduced in 2011 as part of major 
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policy measures with the objective to increase the share of renewables in Sweden 
(Swedish Energy Agency, 2015b). The electricity certificate system is planned to 
finance an increase from 2 TWh in 2002 to 30 TWh by 2020 (Swedish Energy 
Agency, 2013:5). 

The producers of renewable energy receives electricity certificate for each produced 
MWh as a measure to increase the production of renewable electricity. It is 
compulsory for electricity suppliers and certain electricity consumers to buy 
electricity certificates for a certain part of their electricity consumption, called ratio 
obligation (Swedish Energy Agency, 2011). The ratio is set every year and depends 
on the expected expansion of renewable energy, expected amount sold electricity and 
electricity consumption (Swedish Energy Agency, 2013). By selling electricity 
certificates the electricity producer receives an extra income in addition to the income 
that they receive when selling the electricity (Swedish Energy Agency, 2011). 

Since the green electricity certificate system was introduced in 2003, the production 
of renewable energy has increased significantly due to the installation of new 
facilities. The price of electricity certificates is determined by the supply and demand 
for electricity certificates. The number of approved renewable energy facilities, their 
production, and the proportion of renewable fuel and to what extent the producer 
chooses to save the electricity certificate determines the supply. The demand is 
determined by the set ratio obligation (Swedish Energy Agency, 2013). 

The price of electricity certificates was highest in 2008 by over 350 SEK per 
certificate. In March 2015 the price had to decreased to 139 SEK per certificate 
(Svensk kraftmäkling, 2015). The reason of the current relatively low electricity 
certificate cost is the rapid expansion of renewable electricity production with the 
result that the supply of certificates is greater than the demand. The price of electricity 
certificates is expected to rise in order to attain the goal of 30 TWh in 2020. 
Electricity prices are expected to decrease with increased renewable production but 
the cost of electricity certificates is expected to rise in the same proportion which 
results in a marginal effect on the customers total price of electricity (Swedish Energy 
Agency, 2013). 

2.3 Solar power 

The sun radiation that hits the earth contains energy that can be converted into 
electricity. There are different types of insolation that PV cells can convert into 
electricity. The direct insolation is used to describe the solar irradiation that is 
traveling in a straight line from the sun. The diffuse insolation on the other hand is 
spread throughout the sky and is the light that hits the earth indirectly as reflections 
from clouds or nearby objects. The direct sunlight is much more intense than the 
diffuse insolation. On a sunny day the direct insolation is approximately 85 % and the 
diffuse 15 %, which means that they both contribute to the PV production. The global 
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insolation is the sum of direct, diffuse and reflected insolation and this quantity is 
often used to describe the total insolation on a horizontal panel (Bindi, et al., 1992). 
There are different transformation methods where the most common are through solar 
cells made of monocrystalline, polycrystalline or thin film (Zimmermann, 2015). 

2.3.1 Solar power at Bolandsgatan 10 

At Bolandsgatan 10 the solar panels have 47 kW of installed peak capacity. There are 
188 solar panels of a model that can deliver 250 W each and they are made with a 
poly-crystalline technique with an efficiency of 15.3% (IBC SOLAR AB, 2014). 15 
% is the average efficiency for the majority of polycrystalline solar cells. The solar 
panels are placed on the roof of Bolandsgatan 10 in two segments with four rows 
each. These solar panels are placed with an azimuth angle of -6°. The azimuth angle 
measures the horizontal angle from the sun where negative angles are directed east. 
North of the equator the optimal azimuth angle is 0°, which is directed south. How 
close to zero a solar panel’s azimuth is directed is not very susceptive in Sweden due 
to the regular cloudiness. Clouds tend to spread the solar insolation in the atmosphere 
that results in light being reflected on the solar cells from many different angles and 
the solar cells thereby become less dependent on the azimuth angle. Even if it is a 
cloudy day the solar cells will produce electricity, but with a decreased efficiency 
(Zimmermann, 2015). 

The most common vertical angles on a solar panel in Sweden are between 35-50° 
(Swedish Energy Agency, 2010). The optimal tilt angle for a fixed solar panel is 42° 
in Uppsala according to Zimmermann (2015). The angle of the roof at Bolandsgatan 
10 is 6°and the angle of the solar panels is another 15°, which results in a total vertical 
angle of 21°. The relatively flat placement of the solar panels decreases the solar 
insolation absorption capability. On the other hand, due to the low angle the internal 
shading will decrease as well (Börjesson, 2015). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Picture of the PV system installed on the roof of Bolandsgatan 10.  
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2.4 Solar electricity in Sweden 

 
Figure 4. This graph represents the solar electricity production in Sweden between 

years 2003-2014. It also shows the fraction of the total electricity production in 
Sweden (Swedish Energy Agency, 2015). 

The Swedish PV market’s steady progress is a result of lower prices, an increased 
interest in PV and the capital subsidy, see figure 4 (Lindahl, 2012). An investigation 
showed that 83 % of Swedish house owners could consider installing solar power on 
their roofs (Telge Energi, 2013). A contribution factor for the growing interest in PV 
is the declining price trend. The main reasons for the relatively low prices are that the 
prices for modules have dropped in the international market and that competition in 
the Swedish market increases as the market grows. (Swedish Energy Agency, 2014)  
In 2009 the Swedish government introduced a subsidy for financial help when 
installing solar cells or solar hybrid systems. The financial support was introduced 
with the purpose to contribute to the transformation of the energy system and business 
development in energy technology.  

The interest in the subsidies is high and in December 2014 Sweden’s provincial 
offices had received about 8000 applications, of which 3000 were granted. The 
financial support is meant for individuals as well as companies and public 
organizations. As of January 1st 2015 companies can receive financial support of 
maximum 30 % of the total installation cost and individuals and public organizations 
a maximum of 20%, the installation has to be done prior to December 31st 2016. 
When it was first introduced the max financial support for companies was 35%. The 
highest financial support to receive is 1.2 million SEK and the eligible costs may not 
exceed 37 000 SEK per installed peak kilowatt (Swedish Energy Agency, 2015). Ihus 
applied for this financial support and received 186 900 SEK for the installation at 
Bolandsgatan 10, which was 35 % of the orginal investment (Börjesson, 2015).  
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In 2011 twice as much solar power was installed compared to wind power. Solar 
power had its largest markets during 2011 in Italy, Germany and China, countries that 
does not necessarily have the highest insolation. Together with governmental 
subsidies and growing markets the costs for solar cell modules has in 2014 decreased 
to fourth of the price in 2010 (Lindahl, 2015).  

In order to build a sustainable solar market independent of the need for subsidies, 
price trends need to continue downward (Swedish Energy Agency, 2012). A steady 
market independent of subsidies for solar cells is in a near future. This current market 
situation provides great opportunities for expansion of the Swedish solar cell market. 
Before 2020 majorities of countries in Europe are expected to reach grid parity. With 
a continuous positive price development, such as new materials and more cost 
effective modules, and national subsidies solar energy is expected to be an important 
resource in Sweden’s future energy system (Swedish Energy Agency, 2013). 

2.4.1 Micro producer 

An important step in creating a more sustainable energy system is to favour the use of 
renewable energy. A good opportunity to broaden the use of renewable energy 
sources is micro production. Electricity customers can themselves produce electricity 
for their own use by using smaller plants (EON, 2015). 

A consumer who has a fuse contract of maximum 63 amps and installed power up to 
43.5 kW does not have to pay a feed in tariff for the electricity that is fed into the grid. 
This only applies if the user, during a calendar year, has used more electricity from 
the grid than what has been contributed to the grid by the installed system (Miljö- och 
energidepartementet, 2014). 

2.4.2 Tax reduction for renewable energy 

January 1st 2015 the Swedish government introduced tax reduction for micro 
production of renewable energy. If a user does not use all electricity from the installed 
system and the excess is input to the grid, tax reduction is possible to obtain under 
certain requirements. The fuse can be of maximum 100 amps and both natural and 
legal persons can acquire the tax reduction amongst other requirements. The incentive 
that can be received is 0.60 SEK per kWh fed into the grid but the maximum 
contribution is 18 000 SEK per year. As long as the production is less than the 
electricity that is consumed from the grid no tax issues will arise. If the opposite 
situation occurs the micro producer can choose to sell the excess production to an 
electricity supplier, which can be done even if the limit of 30 000 kWh have been 
exceeded (The Swedish Tax Agency, 2015). 
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2.4.3 Energy tax in Sweden 

Energy tax for solar energy can be neglected if certain requirements are met. Among   
others: 

x A producer with one or more plants without a generator, such as PV 
installations, is relived from energy tax if the producer does not professionally 
supply electricity. 

x A producer who has only one electricity production plant with an installed 
generator output of less than 100 kW and a PV plant is not taxable if the 
producer does not professionally supplies electricity (The Swedish Tax 
Agency, 2011). 
 

In March 2015 the Swedish government presented new requirements for energy tax 
that can come into effect June 1st 2016. In the financial proposition for 2016 it is 
presented that solar energy with less than 144 kW installed peak power and the limit 
for other energy sources without generator will be 32 kW will be relieved of the 
energy tax. The limit of 144 kWp will apply per legal person (Finansdepartementet, 
2015). 

The chairman of Solkompaniet expresses his concern regarding the new energy tax 
proposal, together with the CEO of Telge energy and president of HSB, in a debate 
article. They state their opinion that the new tax proposal will vigorously and 
effectively stop the expansion of PV systems placed on apartment buildings and other 
commercial roofs. Still they argue that a limit must exist but that it should apply per 
PV panel or plant and not per legal person. A law that does not penalize those who 
want to produce their own solar electricity is required to create an accelerating 
expansion of solar energy in Sweden. Also they draw parallels to energy efficiency 
measures, they point that energy tax obligation is relieved when electricity is self-
produced. In the same way they argue that someone who, by supplying or using solar 
electricity, lowers their need for external energy should not be taxed for their self-
consumed electricity. Due to heavily criticism it is likely that the proposal will be 
alternated before it is accepted (Lago, et al., 2015).  

In order to not be considered a professional electricity supplier, a producer cannot sell 
electricity for more than 18 000 SEK (Vikenadler, 2015a). The Swedish Supreme 
Administrative Court case nr. 5020-11 concludes that if the electricity is included in 
the rent, no transfer or delivery can be considered to have been  

2.4.4 Photovoltaic installations on business property 

A problematic area for Ihus is that they own business properties, which according to 
tax regulations are controlled in a certain way. When civil law and tax law differ, the 
tax law prevail. The taxation rules when calculated for capital gain should result in a 
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just outcome. Therefore the Swedish Tax Agency has defined following standpoint 
(The Swedish Tax Agency, 2014). 
 
A free-standing PV installation on a business property that serves that specific 
building counts thus to the building. It means that the purpose of the PV system is to 
reduce the cost for electricity in the building. Even if just the surplus or all the power 
is sold does not matter. The Swedish Tax agency still considers the purpose of the 
system is to reduce the electricity cost. The generated electricity of the PV system 
shall be used directly and exclusively for the business operations in the building. The 
electricity shall either be consumed in conjunction with production or stored in a 
battery for later consumption. When sales of electric power from such a PV system 
occur must income tax be considered in accordance with chapter 15, 56 § in the 
Swedish Income Tax Act, thus the sale is considered as an income of business. The 
latter also applies when charging of electric current for private use according to 
chapter 22, 7§ in the Swedish Income Tax Act (The Swedish Tax Agency, 2014). 

This would mean that Ihus can be only owner of Bolandsgatan 10 and thereby the 
only owner of the existing PV system (Vikenadler, 2015).  

2.5 Previous studies 

Projects similar to this have not yet been implemented in Sweden (Börjesson, 2015). 
All previous projects concerning solar electricity for tenants have been used for the 
property electricity, in a similar way that Ihus are operating on Bolandsgatan 10 today 
and not provided to each tenant. For example Granegården in Uppsala, the project 
Sustainable Järva in Stockholm and Uppsalahem’s project in Frode park and 
(Granegården, 2015; Familjebostäder, 2014; Uppsalahem, 2015). A project more 
similar to what Ihus wants to accomplish is a collaboration between Mälarenergi and 
Bostads AB Mimer in Västerås which begun in 2014. Mälarenergi installed solar 
panels on the tenants’ balconies and each tenant has access to the electricity generated 
by the solar cells installed on their balcony (Allmännyttan, 2014). Though it is still 
very different from what Ihus wants to complete but there is nothing more similar has 
been found in Sweden. But there are similar solutions in other countries where solar 
power has been implemented to tenants in a large scale, this solution is called a Power 
Purchase Agreement (PPA). 

2.5.1 Power Purchase Agreement  

Power Purchase Agreement is a financial agreement between an electricity producer 
and an electricity consumer or a reseller. The developer’s responsibilities are to 
operate and maintain the PV system and the customer agree to place the power plant 
on its property and purchase the electrical output from the solar plant for a 
predetermined period, lasting between 15-25 years. A PPA usually defines a 
minimum quantity of electricity supplied per year.  Power purchase agreement has not 
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yet been implemented in Sweden but is common in both Germany and USA 
(Strandberg, 2015). 

There are two different kinds of PPA’s and they differ based on the price of 
electricity. The moment, when the cost to generate electricity with solar cells is the 
same or less expensive than buying electricity off the grid, is called grid parity. 
Before reaching grid parity the PV system needs support in form of tax reductions or 
subsidies. (Strandberg, 2015). 

If grid parity is reached then direct line PPA should be implemented. The PV system 
owner sells the electricity direct to the consumer and avoids using the public grid for 
supply of PV electricity. The electricity consumers will complement the electricity 
bought from the grid with PV-generated electricity, which often is purchased at a 
lower price than the local utility rate. Rarely all PV electricity is consumed and 
therefore the excess electricity is sold to the local utility at a fixed price through 
another PPA. The direct line PPA price can be set by a fixed discount through the 
electricity tariff or a dynamic discount for the electricity tariff; the higher increase of 
the tariff, the higher the discount or a fixed price for the whole contract (Strandberg, 
2015). 

The main reason to sign a PPA is that it guarantees the consumer a fixed cost for a 
long time. The excess generated electricity will be sold to the grid at a fixed price that 
provides an income for the investor. The fixed price is an easy financial income as the 
PV systems output can be forecasted with a low margin of error and it also contributes 
to a stabile income (Strandberg, 2015). 
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3. Methodology 

The aim of this project was to find a solution acceptable to Ihus and their tenants. A 
literature study was conducted in order to get an understanding of solar electricity in 
today’s society. The investigated aspects were both technical and legal which also 
affect the economical aspects. The literature study was mainly based on reports from 
The Swedish Energy Agency, the Swedish Tax Agency as well as parts of the 
Swedish law in form of the Electricity act. In addition, simulations of the generated 
solar electricity was made in order to investigate to what extent the PV electricity 
production cover the demand of Bolandsgatan 10. In figure 5 all steps considered in 
this project is presented in order to visualize how the final conclusion was obtained. 
Both empirical and technical aspects have been taken into consideration throughout 
this project.  

 

Figure 5. Visualizes the different steps in our project. 
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3.1 Empiric data collection  

Distribution of solar electricity to tenants has never before been done in Sweden and 
therefore extended research of the stakeholders’ opinions was made. Therefore 
discussions with The Swedish Energy Markets Inspectorate, the Swedish Energy 
Agency, Vattenfall AB, Hyresgästföreringen, STUNS, the Swedish Tax Agency, 
employees at Uppsala University in department of solid state electronics and a 
candidate of law (previously worked at HSB). The interviews have been held in order 
to receive professional information and advice about possible obstacles that has to be 
considered and evaluated. The stakeholders’ opinions were evaluated and used as a 
guideline when developing different alternatives for distribution of solar electricity to 
the tenants. The proposed alternative solutions are presented in chapter 5.2. 

It was vital that Ihus tenants would be open to the presented solutions. Therefore the 
alternatives were declared in interviews with the current tenants. The interviews were 
held to investigate what the tenants might find as positive and negative aspects of 
different solution. In addition a computation towards the tenants has been calculated 
in order to determine what their cost per kWh of solar electricity would be since this 
could affect their interest in solar electricity. The price was based on Ihus’ cost of 
producing PV electricity (See equation 1 presented in chapter 3.4.1).  

The tenants was first contacted by Ihus to inform them that students from Uppsala 
University would contact them with questions regarding solar electricity. Each tenant 
was thereafter contacted by telephone and the tenants that wanted to participate in a 
meeting were interviewed face-to-face on Bolandsgatan 10. The other tenants were 
interview by telephone (for interview questions see Appendix III). According to Ihus 
there where eleven tenants renting a facility on Bolandsgatan 10 but only ten of them 
could be reached, for a complete list of the interviewed see Table 1.  
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Table 1. List over interviewed stakeholders 

Tenant Interviewee Date 

Lelles MC Did not have time to give 
an answer  

May 11th 2015 

 Uppsala Stadsteater Hjert Wibe, Scenographer May 13th 2015 

Anton Johanssons rostfria 
verkstads AB 

Mats Flood, CEO May 13th 2015 

K Hjelm förlag AB Jonas Hjelm, Editor May 13th 2015 

Nordic Gokart & Events Melvin Zenkelt, Owner May 13th 2015 

Hong Kong palace Could not give an answer May 18th 2015 

3G Infrastructure service Did not have time to give 
an answer  

May 18th 2015 

The Swedish Immigration 
Office  

Could not side in the 
question because they are 
a state-owned company 

May 18th 2015 

Scienta Scienfitic AB 
(Before Gammadata 
Holding) 

Gunnar Tegendal May 18th 2015 

Other stakeholders Interviewee Date 

STUNS Energy Simon Strandberg 

David Börjesson 

March 31st 2015 

April 24th 2015 

Vattenfall AB Lars Ejeklint April 13th 2015 

April 17th 2015 

May 12th 2015 
The Swedish Tax Agency Karina Andersson 

Vikenadler 
April 15th 2015 

April 28th 2015 
Candidate of law Clara Hamrén April 17th 2015 

Uppsala University Uwe Zimmermann April 17th 2015 

Uppsala University Johan Lindahl April 17th 2015 
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3.2 Data 

The solar cell panels on Bolandsgatan 10 were installed in February 2015, hence data 
over production only exist for a few months. Therefore simulations for the generated 
solar electricity were necessary. The simulations were executed in MATLAB®, a 
mathematical computational instrument. The PV production simulations were based 
on insolation data for a normalised year from Meteonorm (Meteotest, 2015). The 
normalised year is based on statistical calculations from several years of 
measurements. For example, the data showed that the insolation peaks during early 
summer, where the mean insolation reaches over 980 W/m2 per hour. In order to 
determine the hourly solar insolation in Uppsala STRÅNG data was used for the 
sensitivity analysis, it uses statistics from Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 
Institute (SMHI). STRÅNG provides modelled hourly insolation for all locations in 
Sweden and therefore the insolation for Uppsala could be extracted (SMHI, 2015). 

Data of the facility’s electricity consumption at Bolandsgatan 10 was received from 
STUNS Energy. Each tenant’s electricity could not be obtained due to the tenants’ 
privacy and their consumption was therefore simulated based on an average electricity 
consumption profile. All tenants’ electricity consumption was added to the electricity 
consumption of the building in order to compare with the produced solar electricity.  

Physical and economical evaluation was developed in addition to the PV simulations. 
It is based on the characteristics of the system on Bolandsgatan 10. The additional 
data was either provided by STUNS or publicly available (e.g. electricity spot prices). 
All quantities for consumption and production are presented in kWh. In order to 
execute the different calculations, several assumptions were made. For a complete list 
of the assumptions, see Appendix 1. 

Hyresgästföreningen  April 25th 2015 

The Swedish Energy 
Agency 

Johan Malinen April 27th 2015 

The Swedish Energy 
Market Inspectorate 

Erik Blomqvist May 8th 2015 
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3.2.1 Customer electricity price 

 

Figure 6. The total cost for the customer’s electricity price is 1.08 SEK/kWh. 

By adding spot price, energy tax, electricity certificates and supplement charges to the 
electricity suppliers and electricity and distribution costs, the price of electricity was 
calculated to 0.86 SEK/kWh excluding VAT. The VAT was not included in the 
calculations since Ihus is a company and will therefore settle VAT deductions. The 
total average customer electricity price includes 25 % VAT and was according to the 
calculations 1.08 SEK/kWh during 2014 (See figure 6). 

Table 2. Represents each factor of the consumer’s electricity price. 

Variables Value Source 
Spot price 0.29 (Nord Pool Spot, 2015) 
Energy tax 0.29 (Bixia AB, 2015) 
Electricity certificates and 
supplement charge 

0.084 (Vattenfall AB, 2015) 

Electricity transmission 
and distribution cost 

0.2 (Molin, et al., 2010) 

VAT 0.22 (25 %) (Skatteverket, 2015) 

3.3 Simulations 

3.3.1 Property consumption and PV production  

The MATLAB program PVsolrad (see Appendix IV for full script) is based on 
Joakim Widéns’ program solrad. PVsolrad is a simple program for simulating the PV 
systems total production on Bolandsgatan 10 in relation to the property’s consumption 
as well as the hourly PV electricity fed to the grid. The program is based on formulas 
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from Solar Engineering of Thermal Processes by Duffie and Beckman (2006) and it 
converts the solar insolation into PV production. PVsolrad uses hourly insolation data 
from Meteonorm which includes site-specific information with both global insolation 
and diffuse insolation on a horizontal plane. In addition the function uses the input 
parameters hYearCons (the hourly consumption of the property), Monthcons (the 
average monthly consumption for the property) and hourAverage (the facility’s 
average daily consumption). The simulation function also needs the PV system’s 
input variables panel tilt, panel azimuth and albedo. The panel tilt was known and the 
azimuth was measured, but the albedo was unknown and therefore an assumption had 
to be made. Since the panels are already placed on the roof on Bolandsgatan 10 with a 
set tilt angle, no sensitivity analysis was performed with different inclines. The albedo 
was set to 15 % on average, since the reflection on roofs is normally 5-30 % (Stridh, 
2013). 

PVsolrad is a simulation program that only considers the parameters: orientation of 
the system (tilt, azimuth and position), efficiency, size and albedo. Thereby a 
limitation of this program is that it does not consider aspects such as temperature and 
eventual snow coverage during wintertime, which can affect the PV production. 
Neither was internal shadowing taken into consideration since the solar panels on 
Bolandsgatan 10 have low tilt that affects the production marginally and it was 
therefore neglected.  

3.3.1.1 Validation of PV production 
 

The simulated expected monthly PV production at Bolandsgatan 10 was compared 
with a simulation made with PVGIS – Photovoltaic Geographical Information System 
in order to verify the yearly production. PVGIS is an online software tool that 
simulates the expected monthly PV production of the system. PVGIS is a simple 
simulation tool which only requires the user to set the input parameters for: the 
coordinates of the site, the type of solar cells, installed peak power, estimated system 
losses, slope, azimuth and whether the system is free-mounted or building integrated 
(Photovoltaic software, 2014).   

3.3.2 Total consumption and PV production 

The MATLAB program Polysolrad is an extended version of the program PVsolrad. 
In addition to the PVsolrad, it takes all tenants’ electricity consumption into 
consideration, since this would be the case if Ihus decides to sell the produced PV 
electricity to their tenants. All tenants’ actual energy profiles for 2014 could not be 
obtained due to the fact that they all have their own electricity supply contract and a 
warrant from each tenant is thereby required to access their consumption profiles. 
Instead an electricity profile for one tenant was obtained and the total consumption for 
all tenants was simulated based on that profile. A limitation of this method is that it 
causes a “worst case scenario” for the PV system since using this method means that 
all tenants, except for the property’s electricity consumption, obtain a profile where 
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they consume electricity during the exact same hours. A “smoother” electricity profile 
for the building would be more realistic and also more favourable for the in-house PV 
electricity consumption. 

3.3.3 Total consumption and extended PV production 

The MATLAB program Incpolysolrad is an extended version of Polysolrad as it 
considers a potential increase in solar power production. An extended system is of 
interest to study since Ihus is planning to install additional PV panels. The increased 
production of solar power was simulated based on an extension of the PV site by 3.35 
times. A factor of 3.35 was chosen to acquire an increased cover of the buildings total 
consumption but still not exceed the grid output limit of 30 000 kWh, since the tax 
deduction of 0.60 SEK/kWh doesn’t apply above that limit. 

3.4 Calculations 

3.4.1 Levelized cost of electricity, LCOE 

The MATLAB script “Pricecalculations.m” calculates several different economical 
values and costs. It begins with calculation of the levelized cost of electricity, or 
“LCOE”. LCOE is often used to compare different energy sources or to analyse grid 
parity between solar power and electricity from the grid in terms of cost. The LCOE 
depends on the cost of building and maintaining the power plant over its lifetime, 
divided by the total production over its lifetime. However, there are a few aspects that 
have to be taken into consideration when creating the LCOE for a solar power plant. 
The exact amount of electricity the power plant is going to produce is unpredictable 
and has to be estimated. Furthermore inflation will be estimated and the assumption 
that the system will have no damages during the lifetime has to be made. Hence there 
are a few factors that affect the system, which cannot be predicted and therefore the 
LCOE is not an ultimate reliable calculation. Despite these factors, it is a good way to 
estimate the cost per produced kWh from the power plant (Brankera, et al., 2011). 
Since it gives a good estimation of the cost of the produced PV electricity this is also 
the guideline for the fee that the tenants would be charged per kWh if they had an 
agreement with Ihus.  

The formula includes the initial investment, which represents installation costs 
subtracted by the allowance, annual cost and where the residual value, which in this 
case will be equal to zero, is deducted. These factors represent the numerator. The 
denominator consists of the first year yield, which is the produced number of kWh 
during the first year, system degradation, which in turn is divided by the interest rate. 
The denominator is the sum of the each year of the systems lifetime. The system 
degradation rate is set to 0.9% since the warranty on PV-systems is guaranteed by 
PV-module manufacturers to be at least 80% of the original degree of efficiency after 
25 years (Zimmermann, 2015) 
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LCOE =
Iic + Ysc − Rv

∑ Fyy ∗ (1 − Sdr)i−1

(1 + r)i
i−n
i=1

  
(1) 

 

x Iic = Initial investment cost divided over life time period 
x Ysc = Annual system cost 
x Rv = Residual value 
x Fyy = First year yield 
x Sdr = System degradation rate 
x r = cost of capital  

 

3.4.2 Solar fraction and self-consumption rate 

By setting the PV consumption each hour of the year in relation to the hourly 
electricity demand calculations of the solar fraction, SF, where made.  The solar 
fraction is therefore the amount of directly consumed PV-electricity out of total 
electricity supply. A 40 % solar fraction means that 40 % of the total electricity 
consumption is supplied by the PV system. 

𝑆𝐹 = ∑
PVc(i)
Ed(i) 

8760

i=1

 

 

 
(2) 

 

x PVc = Photovoltaic consumption at hour i 

x Ed = Electricity demand at hour i 

The self-consumption rate, SC, is determined by the directly consumed PV production 
in hour i divided by the electricity generation in hour i. Only the directly consumed 
PV electricity in the building is relevant since all PV production that is not directly 
consumed will be fed to the grid since the PV system does not have any battery 
storage. A self-consumption of for example 80% means that 20% of the PV 
production will be surplus and therefore fed to the grid. 

𝑆𝐶 =  ∑
PVc(i)
PVp(i)

8760

𝑖=1

 

 

 
          (3) 

 

x PVp = Photovoltaic production at hour i 
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3.4.3 Yearly value of the PV system 

The Yearly Yalue, YV, of the system depends on the received electricity certificates, 
every kWh sold to the grid at a specific spot price each hour and the cost for all the 
internally consumed solar electricity at the specific customer price each hour. All 
these values are considered over the year 2014. The yearly value is the capital that the 
lessor saves with the system compared to only using electricity from the grid. By 
including inflation, increase of electricity price and degradation of the system the 
yearly value over a longer time period can be simulated, for example thirty years 
where the Annual Economical Evaluation, AEE, describes each economical result. 
The cumulative economical evaluation shows the yearly value over a given time 
period in a graf, which makes it easier to find the breakeven point of the system. 

𝑌𝑉 =  ∑ Pvp(𝑖) ∗ Sp(𝑖) +  E(𝑖) ∗ Sp(𝑖) + Pvc(𝑖) ∗ Cp(𝑖)
8760

i=1

 

 

 
      (4) 

 

x Sp = Spot price of electricity certificates at hour i 
x E = Excess of photovoltaic electricity sold to the grid at hour i 
x Sp = Spot Price at hour i 
x Cp = Consumer price of grid electricity at hour i 

 
𝐴𝐸𝐴 = 𝑌𝑉 − (𝑌𝑠𝑐 + 𝐼𝑐 + 𝐼𝑟𝑐 + 𝑟 ∗ 𝑌𝐿 ∗ (𝐼𝑐 ∗ 𝐼𝑟𝑐)) 

 
       (5) 

x Irc = Inverter replacement cost divided over inverter life time period 
x YL = System life time 

3.5 Sensitivity analysis 

A sensitivity analysis has been performed to understand which parameters that affect 
the result the most and how they affect the solution. The following parameters where 
modified: 

x The sun insolation: A comparison between a sunny year, a less sunny year and 
the normalized year has been completed. By comparing the total global solar 
insolation that SMHI has registered between 1999 and 2014, the highest 
insolation for Uppsala’s coordinates was found to be in 2013 and the least 
sunny year during that time period was in 2010 (SMHI, 2015). It is interesting 
to evaluate to what extent the production will vary depending on if it is a 
sunny or a less sunny year because the results can be used in an argument 
towards the tenants in order to make PV electricity a less risky investment for 
them. 
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x The three different scenarios of the electricity price development where based 
on one positive prognosis, one less beneficial and one most likely scenario 
where the electricity price increase was set to be in accordance with the 
inflation rate. The inflation rate differs from year to year but Riksbanken has 
set an inflation target of 2 % and therefore this percentage was used as 
inflation rate (Sveriges Riksbank, 2011). The less beneficial scenario is based 
on a negative development in relation to the inflation rate. The beneficial 
scenario is calculated based on an electricity price increase of 4 %, which 
would be a positive scenario from Ihus perspective as well as for the tenants 
that will buy PV electricity. 
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4. Results 

This section presents the results gained by simulations and calculations. First the 
correspondence between PV electricity production and consumption is presented for 
three different cases: property consumption with today’s production level, total 
consumption with today’s production level and total consumption with extended 
production. Thereafter, the economic aspects will be presented as well as the 
sensitivity analysis. The section ends with a description of the developed alternatives 
for Ihus allocating solar electricity to their tenants.  

4.1 Simulation results  

The following graph was made in order to validate our model. The production that 
PVsolrad simulates was compared with a simulation tool for solar modules, PVGIS. 
As figure 7 shows, the two lines are similar and only differ in a few places. PVsolrad 
and PVGIS use different insolation data that is why they are slightly dissimilar. 

 

Figure 7. A comparison between the average monthly PV production simulated by 
PVGIS and the monthly PV production simulated by PVsolrad. 

Since the PV system distributes electricity throughout every day of the week, but the 
leasing companies mainly operate on weekdays, the excess electricity will mainly be 
produced on weekends (see figure 9). As the following graph shows the production 
and property consumption at Bolandsgatan 10 does not match exactly. It is interesting 
to notice that the property consumption is higher during the summer, which is likely 
caused by the need for cooling systems during warm days. In wintertime the heat in 
the building is not obtained by electricity.  
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When studying the profile for the property’s electricity consumption it is much higher 
during the day, 8-17 since most companies in the facility are operating during regular 
work hours. This is positive for the PV system since it is only sun during the day and 
thereby the PV electricity is produced when it is mostly needed in the building.

Figure 8. The relation between yearly 
production of PV electricity and property 

consumption at Bolandsgatan 10. 

Figure 9. In-zoomed version of figure 
8 showing the peak during work days 

(OBS: does not start from zero). 

Today the PV production results in a self-consumption rate of 30 %, which means that 
the current PV production corresponds to 30 % of the property’s electricity 
consumption (excluding the tenants’ consumption). The PV system produces 11.7 
MWh in excess solar electricity and which will be sold to the grid. The excess 
electricity can be seen in figure 8 as the peaks where the red peaks exceed the black. 
Of the yearly produced PV electricity 77 % is consumed by the building itself and the 
rest is fed into the grid. The selling price to the grid was based on the spot price since 
the excess will be sold off to the grid. In addition, with the new tax deduction system 
for renewable energy, an incentive of 0.6 SEK/kWh can be received for each kWh 
sold. 

Ihus wants to distribute the PV electricity to the tenants as well. With the production 
today the PV system produce 10.4 % of the total electricity consumption in the 
building, including all tenants’ consumption as well as the general electricity used in 
the facility. 99 % of the produced electricity is consumed in the building and the rest 
is sold off to the grid. The annual excess electricity fed to the grid is thereby very low 
and reaches 23 kWh.  

When performing simulations on an extended PV system, by a factor of 3.35, the 
production from solar cells covers 28.9 % of the total electricity consumption. This is 
an increase from a covering of 10.4 % with todays’ production level. Of the total PV 
electricity produced, 82.2 % is consumed within the building. The electricity fed to 
the grid is then 30 MWh. The factor 3.35 was chosen in order to increase the 
production level but still not exceed the limit of electricity fed to the grid of by which 
Ihus has to pay energy tax. 
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Figure 10. The hourly coverage of the electricity 
consumption of the property compared with the PV 
production. The horizontal line indicates where the 

production exceeds the consumption.  

 

Figure 11. The hourly coverage of the electricity 
consumption of the total building compared with the 
PV production. The horizontal line indicates where 

the production exceeds the consumption. 

Figure 12.  The hourly coverage of the electricity 
consumption of the property compared with an 
extended PV production. The horizontal line 
indicates where the production exceeds the 

consumption. 

 

Figure 10, 11 and 12 represent the 
coverage of the consumption in 
relation to the PV production, for every 
hour of the year. The PV production is 
based on a normalized year.  

Figure 10 is a result of simulation with 
the PV production today in relation to 
the consumption of the property’s 
electricity. Figure 11 is based on the 
same production as in Figure 10 but 
the consumption incudes, in addition to 
the property’s electricity, a simulation 
of all tenants’ consumption. In figure 
12 the consumption is the same as in 
figure 11 but the PV production is 
based on an extended PV system.  

For all figures 10, 11 and 12 the values 
above the horizontal reference line 
represents hours when the PV-
production exceeds the consumption. 
Every time the PV production exceeds 
the consumption the excess will be fed 
to the grid.  There are approximately 
52 peaks in each figure and they 
represent weekends, during which 
electricity is fed to the grid. Most 
companies on Bolandsgatan 10 have 
the weekend off and therefore the 
consumption is lower. The values 
below the reference line are hours 
when consumption exceeds PV-
production, which is the majority.  

All three figures also show that the rate 
of coverage increase during summer. 
The reason for this is that the PV 
production increase during summer as 
well as that the consumption among 
the tenants decreases due to summer 
vacations.   
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Figure 13. The relation between the average PV 
production during the summer months respectively 
winter months in comparison with the electricity 

consumption of the property.  

 

Figure 14. The relation between the average PV 
production during summer months respectively 

winter months compared with the total electricity 
consumption in the building.  

 

Figure 15. The relation between the extended PV 
production for summer months respectively winter 
months compared with the consumption of the total 

building.  

 

Figure 13 represents the relation 
between PV production an average 
summer day, respectively an average 
winter day, in relation to the property’s 
consumption. The summer average, 
presented as the circled, bell-shaped 
line, represents the average production 
between April and September. The 
winter average, presented as the 
crossed, bell-shaped line, represents 
the average production between 
October and March. During average 
summer days, the production exceeds 
the consumption in the property; hence 
this is when electricity is fed to the 
grid.  

The PV-productions in figures 13 and 
14 are identical. In figure 14 the 
relation between total consumption, 
including property and tenant 
consumption, and production in 
summer and winter months, is 
presented. It is clear that the 
consumption is for the entire building 
is much higher than the production and 
that is the reason why the excess is 
only 1 %.  

The consumption profiles, for the 
property and tenants, show that the 
consumption is higher during the days 
when the tenants are working, and 
lower during night. The tenant’s 
electricity profile used is similar to the 
property’s, with peaks during standard 
work hours, but unlike the property’s 
consumption it has a dip during lunch 
time which is a bit unfortunate since 
the PV system produces a great deal 
between 12 a.m. and1 p.m.  
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4.2 Economical aspects 

The economic aspects of the case only including the property’s consumption of PV 
electricity where calculated and it showed that the levelized cost of electricity is 0.65 
SEK/kWh. That is 0.21 SEK/kWh lower than the price the tenants would pay for the 
grid electricity. The initial cost is high but the pay-off period is approximately 20 years. 
The yearly value of the solar power investment is 39 028 SEK. After 20 years the PV 
system returns a profit and by the end-of-life for the solar cells the company has saved 
160 000 SEK in electricity expenses. 

The economic aspects for the case with the total buildings’ consumption differ from the 
case where the PV electricity is used to the property’s facility since additional electricity 
is used in-house which is more favourable than selling it to the grid. When all tenants 
are supplied with solar electricity the levelized cost of electricity becomes 0.75 
SEK/kWh, which is the price that the tenants would pay per kWh. Most of the produced 
electricity today is needed for the facility’s electricity and therefore each tenant only 
receives a fraction of the solar electricity. The point of breakeven is reached faster due 
to greater extent of electricity being used within the facility. The yearly value of the 
solar power investment is 39 028 SEK and after 30 years, when the PV system needs to 
be replaced, Ihus has saved approximately 410 000 SEK in electricity expenses. 

A limitation of the extended scenario simulated in Incpolysolrad, would be if the new 
law proposal which force companies to pay energy tax if they exceed a production of 
144 kW peak, would be approbated. This would not only afflict with an increased 
production. The energy tax applies to each legal person, which means that the total 
effect installed on all Ihus’ properties would be summarized and thereby risks exceeding 
the limit. Today Ihus PV systems does not exceed the 144 pkW limit but they are 
planning on installing panels on their other properties which would quickly make them 
exceed the allowed limit. 

The case with an extended PV system comes with additional investment costs. The PV 
system that is placed on the building today received subsidies of 186 900 SEK. Though 
it is not certain that additional solar panels would get the same grant, therefore 
economical calculations for an extension of the PV system where based on a system 
installation cost without subsidies. 

The extended system would have a pay-off time of 12.9 years in comparison to the 
current systems’ pay-off time 14.2 years. The levelised cost of electricity then becomes 
0.48 SEK/kWh, which is an even more favourable electricity price than today. Also, it 
would result in total savings of 1 740 000 SEK during the thirty-year period. The 
possible yearly value of the PV system investment is 136 000 SEK. 
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4.3 Sensitivity analysis 

To ensure that the model becomes more reliable the sensibility analysis takes several 
aspects into account. First of all the solar insolation for the last 15 years has been 
studied. Then year with the lowest insolation and the year with highest insolation have 
been selected as references as worst respectively best-case scenario regarding solar 
electricity production. Further, a sensitivity analysis was made on the price development 
for electricity. 

4.3.1 Difference in insolation 

Two years of solar insolation have been chosen to compare with the normalised year in 
the sensitivity analysis. The first year, 2010, is one of the years with lowest solar 
insolation in Uppsala during the last 15 years. The second year is 2013 and it is one of 
the years with the highest solar insolation during the last 15 years. By comparing the 
normalized solar insolation with the same calculations while using these two “extreme” 
years the effect of varying solar insolation in the future can be estimated. Figure 16 and 
figure 17 shows the solar production during winter and summer as well as the average 
consumption for all the tenants in the building. Figure 16 shows a year with “good” 
solar insolation. Figure 17 demonstrates a “bad” year. The consumption is exactly the 
same in both figures but the production differs. However, as can be interpreted from the 
pictures the difference between the good and bad year is slight. The produced amount of 
MWh during the bad year was 47 and during the good year it was 54. During an average 
day in a normalized year the solar panels will produce 137 kWh. In respect of the good 
and bad year, it can result in a maximum difference of 20 kWh between them. The good 
year will produce 149 kWh and the bad year will produce 129 kWh. 

Figure 16. Average daily consumption 
and the production based on a good 

insolation year.  

 

Figure 17. Average daily 
consumption and the production 
based on a bad insolation year. 
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4.3.2 Electricity price development 

A factor that is estimated for the future is the price of electricity. Since the spot price 
cannot be predicted but only estimated, the MATLAB script Pricecalculations has been 
based on varying electricity price development. The most likely scenario for the 
development of the price of electricity is an increase of 2 % in accordance with the 
inflation set by Riksbanken.  

The calculation based on the system today, only included property consumption, shows 
that after approximately 20 years the investment has paid off. Whereas figure 18 that is 
based on the total consumption, included the tenants consumptions, in the building has a 
payback time of approximately 14 years. Calculations based an extended system results 
the lowest payback time of approximately 13 years. The payback time decreases when 
more electricity is used within the building since that is the most cost-efficient way of 
using the produced PV electricity.  

Figure 18. Economical evaluation with an electricity price increase of 2 % based on the 
total consumption in the building.

By setting the rate of price development of electricity to 1 % the value of the system 
after 30 years is negative 16 000 SEK when only the property’s consumption is 
included. An electricity development of 1 % is lower than expected inflation rate that 
would mean a negative development of the electricity price, and thereby the system has 
trouble paying itself of. Even though this is a negative number, the 1 % rate is a worst-
case scenario and not very likely to happen. When the calculations were based on all 
tenants’ consumption instead, which would be the scenario if Ihus provided their tenants 
with PV electricity, figure 19 shows a payback time of approximately 16 years.
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Figure 19. Economical evaluation with an electricity price increase rate of 1 % based 
on the total consumption in the building

If the price of electricity instead is increased to 4 % it has the opposite effect on the 
payoff of the system. Instead of a pay-off period of 20 years the system providing the 
property electricity has paid itself off after 15 years. I addition, this results in Ihus 
saving 625 000 SEK in electricity expenses by the end of the system lifetime.  

With a price development of 4 % all calculations resulted in a shorter payback time 
compared with the rates 1 % and 2 %. In figure 20 it is shown that the payback time for 
the scenario of providing tenants with electricity is approximately 13 years. When 
increasing the production, based on the simulations of Incpolysolrad, the profit has the 
magnitude of three million (for an overview of economical results, see Appendix II). 

Figure 20. Economical evaluation with an increase rate of 4 % based on the total 
buildings’ consumption. 
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In table 3 the payback time for the different price development scenarios are presented. 
It is clear that the customer price of electricity affects the profitability of the PV system.  

Table 3. Summarizing table of the impact of electricity price development on payback 
time.  

Electricity price 
development: 

1 % 2 % 4 % 

Property consumption - 20 years 15 years 

Total consumption 16 years 14 years 13 years 

Total consumption, 
extended production 

14 years 13 years 12 years 
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4.4 Solutions for allocating PV electricity   

Based on our research, three alternatives for how Ihus could supply their tenants with 
solar electricity and how the solar electricity would be allocated between the tenants 
have been established. A fourth alternative has also been established, but is not yet 
possible to implement without legal obstacles. 

Today each tenant has their own electricity meter since they all have their own 
electricity supply contract. In order to offer solar electricity to each tenant they must 
install additional meters that can measure their consumption of PV electricity since 
this will affect how much each tenant will pay each month. The solar meter must be 
connected behind the regular meter since there is no need for grid electricity when the 
solar power is meeting the tenant’s electricity demand.  

The solar electricity meter will also be essential to demonstrate that the tenants 
receive the solar electricity that they are paying for. According to Swedish Union of 
Tenants (2015) the tenants rent increase must be justified and this can either be 
verified by declaring that the measure is increasing the quality of the environment in 
the building or by demonstrating that the electricity cost from the electricity supplier 
will be decreased for the tenants. Installing solar electricity meters is a way of 
demonstrating decrease in the tenants’ electricity cost since the consumed solar power 
is cheaper per kWh than the grid electricity. 

The quality of the environment within the facility can be seen as increased since the 
tenants get access to renewable electricity and studies by (Tatzel, 2013) has shown 
that environmentally friendly decisions can lead to increased happiness and well-
being since it contributes to a sustainable society in terms of reduced carbon 
emissions. Using self-produced solar electricity decreases the need for grid electricity, 
which in addition reduces the impact of fluctuations in electricity prices, which 
reduces the concern connected to high electricity bills. The rent increase should 
thereby not be seen as an increase but rather a zero sum game or a rent decrease since 
the tenants’ total cost (rent + electricity) would decrease if Ihus introduces solar 
electricity as a beneficial rent agreement. 
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4.4.1 Alternative 1 – Electricity consumption previous year 

Alternative 1 would be based on the tenant’s consumption of each month of the 
previous year, in this case 2014. The solar electricity the tenant will have access to in 
the current month in 2015 will be based on the tenants total electricity consumption 
for the corresponding month in 2014, in relation to the total electricity consumption 
for the building, and thus a percentage of consumption will be determine. As 
example: the electricity consumption for May 2014 will determine the proportion of 
the solar energy the tenant will have access to during May 2015. 

If the tenant had a consumption of 25 % of the buildings total consumption in May 
2014, but only consumes 15 % in May 2015. Then the surplus May and, possible for 
the remaining months of 2015, would be added and the tenant would be refunded in 
the end of that calendar year.  The portion of refund that the tenant will receive will 
be determined by how many percent surplus electricity of the total production of the 
PV system that the tenant has fed into the grid. Since the PV system was installed 
with intentions to lower the electricity costs at Bolandsgatan 10, which is owned by 
Ihus, and thus Ihus is considered to be the owner of the PV system. Therefore the tax 
incentive will, for the surplus electricity that has been fed into the grid, be given to 
Ihus. This sum can Ihus chose to refund to their tenants by lowering the rent for the 
last month of the same year with that corresponding amount (Vikenadler, 2015b).  

 

 

Figure 21. Visual representation of alternative 1. The rent increase for the tenant 
corresponds to a percentage of the total value of the produced PV electricity.  
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4.4.2 Alternative 2 – Allocation based on tenant area 

In this alternative the solar energy would be allocated based on the tenants’ individual 
area of the total area of the building. If tenant A has a space of 200 m2 of the total 
2000 m2, tenant A would be debited for 10 % of the total solar electricity production 
of each month.  The percentage would be set but the debiting will still be retroactive 
since the solar electricity production varies each month. The tax incentive will be 
refunded in the same way as in Alternative 1. 

 

Figure 22. Visual representation of alternative 2. The rent increase for the tenant 
corresponds to a percentage of the total value of the produced PV electricity. 
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4.4.3 Alternative 3 - Electricity consumption per month 

Alternative 3 is the easiest since it would only be based on the monthly consumption 
of the total production of the solar power. In the end of that month the tenant will be 
charged for the amount of solar electricity that has been consumed that month. The 
tax incentive will be refunded in the same way as in Alternative 1. 

 

Figure 23. Visual representation of alternative 3. The rent increase for the tenant 
corresponds to a percentage of the total value of the produced PV electricity. 
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4.4.4 Alternative 4 - Each tenant as co-owner 

This alternative is based on the tenants becoming co-owners of the PV system and 
therefore it differs from other alternatives. The tenant would buy a share in the PV 
system based on their electricity consumption of the total consumption of the building 
over a year, e.g. year 2014 be the basis for the share they pay for in 2015.  A price for 
one kW per year has been calculated and this price would be multiplied by how many 
kW the tenant would be granted for that year. The yearly price divided by twelve 
would result in the tenant’s rent increasing by the same sum for the electricity per 
month.  The price for one kWh of solar electricity with subsidies is a bit lower than 
the price for one kWh from the grid; this state is called grid parity. Therefore the 
tenant and Ihus could sign a contract, similar to a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), 
where they agree to buy power from the PV system and that amount of power will 
differ year to year.  In order to secure an income for Ihus this contract would have to 
extend for a longer period of time. If the tenant would decide that they no longer want 
to purchase solar electricity from Ihus, during the period when the contract is valid, 
the notice will have to be at least nine months according to chapter 12, 56 § in the 
Swedish Land and Cadastral legislation (SFS 2015:1148).   

In this alternative each tenant would become their own micro producer with their 
electricity trader. When each tenant become a micro producer they can receive the tax 
reduction of up to 18 000 SEK for the produced PV electricity fed to the grid. Since 
all tenants can become micro producers the PV system can be extended further than in 
the other alternatives. This would result in each tenant being allowed to feed 30 000 
kWh to the grid and not only 30 000 kWh for the entire building.  

 

Figure 24. Visual representation of alternative 4. The rent increase for the tenant 
corresponds to a percentage of the total value of the produced PV electricity. 
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A modification of Alternative 4 of being a co-owner would be if parts of the roof area 
would be included in the rental contract in a similar way a storage room can be 
included in the rent. Tenants can today use the roof areas if the property owner agrees, 
for example if they want to install a dish. If a roof area is included in the agreement it 
is important that Ihus does not own the solar panels. Therefore the solar panels on the 
roof today could not be a part of a co-ownership but if each tenant could consider 
installing additional solar panels on their part of the empty roof they can be 
considered as micro producers. It is very important, from a tax perspective, to point 
that the solar panels are owned by the tenant renting the roof and not by the property 
owner (Vikenadler, 2015b). For this solution it would be beneficial if the solar panels 
could be easily moved between different sections of the roof.  
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5. Discussion 

This section will provide a discussion whether which alternative would be most 
beneficial for Ihus. The alternatives are first discussed separately based on their 
different features followed by general discussions regarding how to provide tenants 
with solar electricity.  
 
The PV production provided by the solar panels on Bolandsgatan 10 is a small 
proportion of the overall consumption since approximately 10.4 % of the total 
electricity consumption in the building is covered by the PV production. This means 
that the tenants’ electricity consumption will still mainly be provided from the grid 
but a fraction will come from the renewable energy produced on the roof. This 
fraction could be increased, without exceeding the 30 000 kWh of electricity that Ihus 
can sell to the grid, if the PV system was extended but an extension would come with 
additional costs that only could be covered if the electricity can be provided to the 
tenants. All solar electricity provided to the tenants will mean a reduction in 
electricity costs to since the PV electricity costs 0.11 SEK less per kWh than the 
customer electricity price today including subsidies.  

The Swedish tax agency pointed out that tax legislations concerning renewable energy 
and micro production is under continuous development and constantly changing. In 
order to introduce and promote new energy techniques and sustainable solutions the 
government initiate subsidies. After a new technique has succeeded the subvention is 
removed and then taxed (Vikenadler, 2015b).  

5.1 Alternative 1 – Electricity consumption previous year 

Because the rent increase is based on electricity consumption, the Swedish Tax 
agency considers that electricity cost to be a direct cost for electricity and therefore it 
is a solution that might become troubling in regard of tax issues (Vikenadler, 2015a). 
However this alternative would be fair for all the tenants and it is important that Ihus 
way of supplying their tenants with electricity is reasonable, objective and non-
discriminatory.  

Alternative 1 was positively welcomed by the interviewed tenants (Wibe, 2015; 
Flood, 2015; Hjelm, 2015; Zenkelt, 2015). In addition, all tenants emphasised the 
importance of simplicity in a possible agreement. The tenants want it to be clear how 
much solar electricity that they have consumed and that it would be preferable to be 
able to read it straight of the solar electricity meter. The amount of solar electricity 
consumed could then be put in relation to the consumed electricity from the grid and 
thereby assure that they are reducing their electricity costs. 

Uppsala Stadsteater would prefer a rent increase which would be based on their 
consumption since the electricity consumption per m2 is very varying in the building. 
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This could be preferable as all tenants have very dissimilar operations, some which 
are more energy demanding than others (Wibe, 2015). K.Hjelm förlag AB agreed that 
the best solution would be based on consumption and not m2, in addition they want a 
monthly rent increase. K.Hjelm sees the access of solar electricity as a privilege and 
they work towards increasing the proportion of environmentally friendly material 
following customer requests. Thereby K.Hjelm knows that their customers emphasise 
environmental awareness and thus the use of renewable electricity would increase 
their attractiveness. Thus the tenants interested in solar electricity would therefor 
prefer alternative one or three (Hjelm, 2015). 

5.2 Alternative 2 - Allocation based on tenant area 

When the rent increase is based on number of m2 the Swedish Tax agency considers 
that the electricity has been allocated on same conditions for each tenant. Therefore 
the rent increase could be unspecified in the rent increase and Swedish Tax Agency 
considers this to be an allowed solution (Vikenadler, 2015b). 

This solution would be easy for Ihus to implement. The steps include calculations of 
the shares of PV electricity for each tenant and thereafter sell the corresponding share. 
The rent increase could be included in the rent unspecified and no tax issues would 
arise. But since the share of PV electricity is based on the area each tenant occupies, a 
question can be asked whether this solution is fair or not. The one who possesses the 
largest space might not consume the most electricity and vice versa. To regulate a 
possible injustice each tenant could be given the same amount of PV electricity as a 
base share and the remaining electricity could be allocated based on the percentage of 
m2. 

5.3 Alternative 3 - Electricity consumption per month 

This would be the most rational alternative since it is based on the actual electricity 
consumption. But according to The Swedish Tax agency this alternative would 
require Ihus to become a professional electricity supplier, which Ihus wishes not to 
become (Vikenadler, 2015b). 

Flood (2015) emphasised the importance of simplicity since the cut downs on 
electricity costs are small in relation to the additional cost of labour that an agreement 
might result in. Therefore, Anton Johanssons Rostfria AB would prefer to get charged 
annually for their total consumption of PV electricity. Flood added that this would be 
preferable since it would mean less effort for them but the negative aspects of this is 
that the payment would come as a lump sum. 

The Swedish Energy Agency considers this alternative to create the incentive for the 
tenant’s to regulate their electricity use to the times of the day when the PV system 
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produces the most electricity, which they believe is good from a system perspective 
(Blomqvist, 2015). 

5.4 Alternative 4 - Each tenant as co-owner 

Alternative 4 would be implemented similar to a PPA where the consumer signs a 
contract with a supplier to buy a certain amount of power over a period of time. Even 
though it has not yet been implemented in Sweden, a steady progress of PPA has been 
shown in countries like Germany and USA. Ihus needs to come to an agreement with 
each tenant about the period they have to sign the contract for. Therefor the contract 
would have to contain specifications, such as duration of agreement and term of 
notice, in order for Ihus to secure an income for the PV electricity. 

Since the tax incentive only counts per business it may not be that attractive for the 
tenants to become co-owners of the PV system as the contract is signed for a longer 
period of time. But if a change in law regarding the PV systems on business property 
was to be realized, so the tax incentive could be received for each connection point 
instead of per trader, it may increase the chance that a tenant will sign a contract with 
Ihus. 

Nordic Gokart & Events were positive about receiving the produced solar electricity 
to a reduced price compared with the price they pay for grid electricity (Zenkelt, 
2015). Zenkelt (2015) though stated that they would not be interested in installing 
their own solar panels if an area on the roof were included in the lease agreement 
since it would cause a lot of problems if they decided to move to another facility. A 
move would cause them to either have to sell or dismantle the panels or bring it with 
them. Though Zenkelt added that this would be a good opportunity if they were part 
owners of the facility but since they are only renting, installation of their own solar 
panels comes with too high expenses. Thereby, Ihus would have to come up with a 
solution of how to solve this problem that might arise when tenants decide to move.   

5.5 General discussion  

Before deciding which alternative that might be the most beneficial solution, 
advantages and disadvantages must be compared and thoroughly discussed. Ihus wish 
was to avoid becoming a professional electricity supplier. But it could be of more 
value to Ihus that their tenants are satisfied with the solution, which would likely 
secure an income for Ihus. 

The rent cannot be increased unspecified when based on electricity consumption 
because the calculation is then considered to be an invoice for the electricity. Still, the 
Swedish Union of Tenants states the opposite. If the rent increase was implemented 
because the PV electricity could decrease their electricity costs, the increase could not 
be recognized as an increase but a decrease. In addition the access of renewable 
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electricity can be seen as a contribution to increased quality of the environment in the 
building since the tenants, in accordance with the recommendations from the Swedish 
Union of Tenants, since the use of renewable energy is in accordance with the 
tenants’ environmental work and can contribute to increased well-being.   

It is essential for the tenants that Ihus provides a simple solution. Though the easiest 
way for the tenants, alternative three, would according to the Swedish Tax Agency 
current regulations mean that Ihus would have to become a professional electricity 
supplier. If the regulations would change, and the Swedish regulations would become 
more similar to the countries using PPA:s, this alternative would therefore be the most 
preferable. PPA:s have been very successful in other countries and it would therefore 
open up for a new market for renewable electricity among property owners wanting to 
supply their tenants with green electricity.  

Many companies in Sweden today have some kind of environmental policy in order to 
work for a more sustainable organisation. This was also the case for most of the 
tenants that were interviewed and therefore the solar electricity was seen as promoting 
their environmental work. This was the main reason for why the tenants would be 
interested in an agreement for solar electricity. 

Sweden is working towards decreasing its emissions by 20 % before 2020. Therefore 
the Swedish government has introduced tax deductions and the electricity certificate 
system in order to facilitate for installations of renewable energy. They have done so 
because the want to maintain a sustainable development of the Swedish infrastructure. 
In addition, companies can apply for subsidies of up to 30 % of the installation cost. 
All these measures are positive for renewable energy but still it is not possible for a 
company to provide energy to their own tenants, something that would open up for 
increased environmental investments for all property owners. It is unreasonable 
complicated to provide the tenants with the electricity that is produced on “their own” 
roof. Opposition have been experienced from The Swedish Tax agency throughout 
this project, regarding limits and exceptions in taxation rules. Also, questions can be 
asked about the government’s new energy tax proposal solar electricity. They want to 
make it more expensive to produce PV electricity, which contradicts the other 
subsidies they have introduced. Furthermore, it might become expensive for Ihus to 
expand their PV system. If they decide to build more panels they may exceed the limit 
144 kW and then they would have to pay energy tax, if the proposal was to settle in 
June 2016.  

It is clear that the market for solar power is new and that the change in regulation is a 
slow and bureaucratic process. In addition, the current regulations seem to be mainly 
assigned towards wind power since it has penetrated the renewable energy market in 
Sweden to a much greater extent than the solar energy. Thus solar and wind electricity 
does not operate under the same circumstances, solar power is most often located 
right on the building where the main part of the produced electricity is consumed. 
Therefore the regulations should be focused separately towards wind and solar power. 
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It should be seen as a positive action that property owner want to distribute solar 
electricity to the companies operating in their property. 

The electricity supplied from the PV system including subsidies is less expensive per 
kWh than the customer price for grid electricity. When the calculations where based 
on the customers’ price of electricity today the tenant will save approximately 0.11 
SEK/kWh for each consumed kWh (excluding VAT). The spot price during 2014 was 
relatively low which means that it is likely that the customer price will increase over 
time. The higher the grid price gets the shorter the payback period becomes and the 
closer solar electricity becomes of reaching grid parity without subsidies.  Even 
though an agreement with Ihus can be seen as complicated and require a contract over 
a longer period of time, it is most likely that the electricity costs for the tenants will 
decrease. It would be preferable if Ihus could do as in a PPA-agreement and guarantee 
their tenants a minimum amount of solar electricity, which easily could be done, 
based on simulations.  

An issue that has not yet been mentioned but is important is if one tenant decides that 
they do not want to sign a contract to receive solar electricity. If a tenant would decide 
not to sign a contract, an alteration of the distribution shares would be required. The 
other tenants have already signed contracts for a certain amount of PV electricity. 
What will happen to the excess electricity? To feed it into the grid could be an option, 
but the tax incentive for renewable energy is just valid when the input is less than 30 
000 kWh and this limit could easily be exceeded if one tenants share would be fed to 
the grid. Ihus could also decide to give the electricity excess to the other tenants for 
free in order not to exceed that limit. 

Overall, all stakeholders that have been contacted in order to solve the dilemma about 
distributing solar electricity to the tenants have been positive towards such a solution, 
except for one. The Swedish Tax Agency is a main participant in investigating a 
possible solution for Ihus and the tenants. In additional they are stakeholders, which 
have been sceptical to all suggested solutions except one. This is very interesting 
since the Swedish Tax Agency is an administrative authority that is accountable to the 
government which in hand is supposed to work for an increase in renewable energy 
production. Though it is understandable that the Swedish Tax Agency have are having 
difficulties in keeping up with the constantly changing policies concerning renewable 
energy. 
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6. Conclusions 

This report has shown that the possibility for Ihus to distribute electricity from their 
solar cells to their tenants is within reach. The levelized cost for electricity was 
calculated to approximately 0.65 SEK, which is lower than the grid electricity price.  
From the given alternatives that have been discussed, there has been a predominant 
interest for alternative three among the tenants as they consider it to be the easiest 
solution. As the companies and organizations in the building are very unalike it would 
not seem ideal to distribute electricity according to the size of the organization. 
Instead, by distributing the electricity according to the consumption of each tenant it 
would correspond better to the supply and demand of PV electricity. Unfortunately, 
the Swedish Tax Agency finds this alternative faulty.  

The tax regulations today are not ideal for PV micro producers. Due to the growing 
interest for solar cells in Sweden it is a problem that property owners meet such 
complications with taxes and regulations. To benefit the interest in producing green 
energy, installing and using green electricity have to become easier. The majority of 
the tenants are positive to utilize green energy but the distribution of PV electricity is 
not attractive to them unless it excludes factors that will demand additional work or 
time for the tenants. Therefore, it seems that a legislative proposal would have to be 
propounded in order to make PV electricity more attractive to property owners. Today 
the energy tax is destined for legal persons and not for the property itself. Therefore 
micro production becomes contradictorily when installing solar cells at properties 
with several companies as tenants. However, if every company in a building could 
become a micro producer and rent a part of the solar cells on the roof the appeal 
would probably increase among tenants. If the legislative proposal regarding the 
energy tax that covers 144 kW of installed solar cells totally per company would 
change to 144 kW per property, the interest for installing solar cells would likely 
increase. The energy tax as well as the tax reduction would in that case apply for each 
property a company owns and for each part of a building the company is a tenant in.  
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7. Appendix 

7.1 Appendix I 

Assumptions  
  

Motivation 

Average hour price based on a monthly 
average price 

Specific hour price was not available 

Average albedo  Simplification based on an average 
reflection of 5-30%from the roof 

Insolation data based on a normalised 
year  

Provide a more accurate result 

The PV systems value by the end of its 
lifetime is 0 SEK  

The PV panels are inadequate after 30 
years    

Electricity certificates last over 15 
years  

Same price for green electricity was 
assumed in order to simply the 
economical calculations. 
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7.2 Appendix II  

Scenario Program PV production  PV electricity 
to the grid 

LCOE SC SF yV 

The production and consumption on Bolandsgatan 
10 today 

solrad  51080 11716 0,6542 0,7665 0,2995 39028 

The production and consumption on Bolandsgatan 
10 year 2013 

solrad  54266 16106 0,6542 0,7241 0,3291 44103 

The production and consumption on Bolandsgatan 
10 year 2010 

solrad  46976 12887 0,6542 0,7485 0,2986 39213 

The production and total consumption, including 
all tenants, on Bolandsgatan 10 today 

polysolrad 51080 414 0,7513 0,9917 0,1042 45549 

The production and total consumption, including 
all tenants, on Bolandsgatan 10 year 2013 

polysolrad 54266 13893 0,7513 0,9762 0,1193 52594 

The production and total consumption, including 
all tenants, on Bolandsgatan 10 year 2010 

polysolrad 46976 665 0,7513 0,987 0,1058 46266 

Increased production and total consumption, 
including all tenants, on Bolandsgatan 10 today 

incpolysolrad 168000 29979 0,4826 0,8216 0,2889 136000 

Increased production and total consumption, 
including all tenants, on Bolandsgatan 10, year 
2013 

incpolysolrad 181680 41582 0,4826 0,7872 0,322 154780 

Increased production and total consumption, 
including all tenants, on Bolandsgatan 10, year 
2010 

incpolysolrad 157270 33464 0,4826 0,8049 0,289 136870 
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7.3 Appendix III 

Interview questions  
 

� Which of the presented alternatives would you be interested in? 

� What advantages and disadvantages do you see with that alternative you would 

prefer? 

� If not interested. Why are you not interested in any alternative? 

� If you were to design an alternative, how would the optimal solution be formed? 

7.4 Appendix IV 

7.5 Appendix V 
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7.4 Appendix IV 

PVsolrad 
function [sellingTime] = PVsolrad(SITE, PANEL_TILT, PANEL_AZIMUTH, 
ALBEDO, PLOT, hYearCons, monthCons, hourAverage) 
%beamTilted diffuseTilted groundrefTilted 
% Location constants 
LATITUDE  = SITE.latitude; 
LONGITUDE = SITE.longitude; 
TIME_ZONE = SITE.timeZone; 
  
% Radiation components 
globalHor  = SITE.global; 
diffuseHor = SITE.diffuse; 
beamHor    = globalHor - diffuseHor; 
  
% Initialize vectors for new radiation components 
extraterr       = zeros(8760,1); 
beamTilted      = zeros(8760,1); 
diffuseTilted   = zeros(8760,1); 
groundrefTilted = zeros(8760,1); 
  
% Time 
hour      = SITE.hourOfDay; 
dayOfYear = SITE.dayOfYear; 
  
%Area 
n=188; 
area=0.942*1.65; 
my=0.15; 
  
% Time step in minutes 
TIME_STEP = 60;  
  
% Calculate radiation on tilted planes 
% for all time steps of the year 
for i = 1:8760  
  
    % Minute of day in standard time (midpoint of hour) 
    minOfDay = TIME_STEP * (hour(i) - 0.5); 
     
    % Standard meridian 
    longitudeStd = -TIME_ZONE * 15; 
     
     
    % ### SOLAR TIME ### 
     
    % Equation of time 
    B = 2 * pi * (dayOfYear(i) - 1) / 365; 

E = 229.18 * ( 0.000075 + 0.001868*cos(B) - 0.032077*sin(B) -
0.014615*cos(2*B) - 0.04089*sin(2*B) );  

  
    % Correction for longitude and equation of time 
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    minOfDaySolar = minOfDay - 4 * (longitudeStd - LONGITUDE) + E; 
     
    % ### BEAM RADIATION ### 
     
    % (Re)define all parameters in radians 
    lat   = LATITUDE * 2 * pi / 360;                                    
% Latitude 
    decl  = 2 * pi * 23.45 * sin(2*pi*(284 + dayOfYear(i))/365) / 360;  
% Declination 
    tilt  = 2 * pi * PANEL_TILT / 360;                                  
% Panel tilt 
    azim  = 2 * pi * PANEL_AZIMUTH / 360;                               
% Panel azimuth 
    hang  = pi/12 * (minOfDaySolar/60 - 12);                            
% Hour angle 
     
    % Calculate cosine of angle of incidence on tilted plane 

cosTheta = sin(decl).*sin(lat).*cos(tilt) - 
sin(decl).*cos(lat).*sin(tilt).*cos(azim) + 
cos(decl).*cos(lat).*cos(tilt).*cos(hang) + 
cos(decl).*sin(lat).*sin(tilt).*cos(azim).*cos(hang) + 
cos(decl).*sin(tilt).*sin(azim).*sin(hang); 

  
    % Calculate cosine of angle of incidence on horizontal plane 

cosThetaZenith = cos(decl).*cos(lat).*cos(hang) + 
sin(decl).*sin(lat); 

     
     
    % ### GEOMETRIC FACTOR ### 
     
    if cosTheta > 0 && cosThetaZenith > 0 
        Rb = cosTheta / cosThetaZenith; 
    else 
        Rb = 0; 
    end 
     
     
    % ### EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION AND ANISOTROPY INDEX ### 
     

extraterr(i) = 1367 * (1 + 0.033*cos(2*pi*dayOfYear(i)/365)) * 
(cos(lat)*cos(decl)*cos(hang) + sin(lat)*sin(decl)); 

   
    if extraterr(i) > 0 
        Ai = beamHor(i) / extraterr(i); 
    else 
        Ai = 0; 
    end 
     
     
    % ###  RADIATION COMPONENTS ON THE TILTED PLANE  ### 
  
    % Beam radiation 
    beamTilted(i) = Rb * beamHor(i); 
  
    % Diffuse radiation 
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diffuseTilted(i) = ((1 - Ai) * (1 + cos(tilt))/2 + Ai * Rb) * 
diffuseHor(i); 
  

    % Ground-reflected radiation 
groundrefTilted(i) = ALBEDO * (1 - cos(tilt))/2 * (beamHor(i) + 
diffuseHor(i)); 

  
    % Global tilted radiation 
    globalTilted = beamTilted + diffuseTilted + groundrefTilted; 
     
end 
  
if PLOT 
     
    % Monthly time-keeping 
    days = [1 31 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31]; 
    days_cum = cumsum(days); 
     
    % Summer months 
    ind1 = (days_cum(4)-1)*24 + 1; 
    ind2 = (days_cum(10)-1)*24; 
  
    % Summer and winter indices 
    inds = ind1:ind2; 
    indw = setdiff(1:8760, inds); 
     
    % Daily mean radiation curves 
    mrs = mean_load_curve(globalTilted(inds)', 60); 
    mrs=mrs.*(area*my*n)./1000; 
    mrw = mean_load_curve(globalTilted(indw)', 60); 
    mrw=mrw.*(area*my*n)./1000; 
     
    % Monthly totals 
    for i = 1:12 
        ind1 = (days_cum(i)-1)*24 + 1; 
        ind2 = (days_cum(i+1)-1)*24; 
        sm(i,1) = sum(globalTilted(ind1:ind2))/1000; 
    end 
    globalTilted=(globalTilted./1000).*(area*my*n); 
    sm=sm.*(area*my*n); 
  
    cons= hYearCons; 
    month = monthCons; 
    hourAvr = hourAverage; 
     
    coverage = globalTilted - cons; 
    daysummer = mrs'- hourAvr; 
    daywinter=mrw'- hourAvr ; 
    sellingTime = zeros(1,8760); 
    n=1; 
     
    while n < length(coverage) 
        if coverage(n) > 0; 
           sellingTime([n]) = coverage([n]); 
        end 
        n=n+1; 
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    end 
    sellingTime; % amount of sold kWh 2014 
     

% Plot hourly values 
%h1 = subplot(3,1,1);  
figure 
plot(1:8760, globalTilted, '-k', 1:8760, cons, '-r') 
%hold on 
%bar(cons) 
xlim([1 8760]) 
ylim([0 60]) 
set(gca, 'XTick', [0:1000:8760]) 
xlabel('Hour of year') 
ylabel('kWh') 
legend({'Production', 'Consumption'}) 
title('Hourly production on the tilted panels') 
%annotation(figure,'textbox',[0 0 1 
1],'FitBoxToText','on','EdgeColor','none','String',['Total in-plane 
irradiance: ' num2str(round(sum(globalTilted/1000))) ' 
kWh/m2/year']); 

     
    % Plot mean daily patternsso 
    %h2 = subplot(3,1,2); p  
    figure 

h2= plot(1:24, mrs, '-ko', 1:24, mrw, '-kx', 1:24, hourAvr, '-  
ro'); 

    xlim([1 24]) 
    ylim([0 50]) 
    set(gca, 'XTick', [1, 6, 12, 18, 24]) 
    xlabel('Hour of day') 
    ylabel('kWh') 
    legend({'Apr-Sep', 'Oct-Mar', 'Consumption'}) 
    title('Hourly averages of radiation on the tilted panels') 
    %set(p(1), 'LineWidth', 2) 
    %set(p(2), 'LineWidth', 2) 

     
    % Plot monthly totals 
    h3=figure; 
    ax=gca; %current axes 
    plot(1:12, sm, '-kx', 1:12, month, '-ro'); 
    xlim([0 13]) 
    ylim([0 15000]) 
    %set(ax, 'XTick', 1:12) 
    xlabel('Month') 
    ylabel('kWh') 
    legend({'Production', 'Consumption'}) 

set(gca, 'XTick',1:12, 'XTicklabel',      
{'Jan','Feb','Mar','Apr','May','Jun','Jul','Aug','Sep','Oct','Nov','
Dec'}) 

    %set(gca, 'XTick',1:5, 'XTickLabel',{'A' 'B' 'C' 'D' 'E'}) 
    %datetick('x',1:12,'mmm','keepticks') 
    title('Monthly totals of radiation on the tilted panels') 
    set(gca, 'LineWidth', 2) 

 
    p=zeros(1,8760); 
    figure 
    h = plot(1:8760, coverage, 'k', 1:8760, p, 'c'); 

set(h(2), 'LineWidth', 3) 
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legend({'Hourly Coverage', 'Excess Limit'}) 
    xlabel('Hour of year') 
    ylabel('kWh') 
    set(gca, 'XTick', [0:1000:8760]) 
    title('Coverage PV-production each hour') 

     
    q = zeros(1,24); 
    figure 

t = plot(1:24,daysummer, 'g', 1:24, daywinter, 'b', 1:24, q, 'c--'); 
    set(t, 'LineWidth', 2) 
    set(t(3), 'LineWidth', 3) 
    legend({'Apr-Sep', 'Oct-Mar', 'Excess Limit'}) 
    xlabel('Hour of day') 
    ylabel('kWh') 
    title('Average daily coverage of production and consumption') 

  
     
     

end 
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7.5 Appendix V 

Pricecalculaitons 
% LCOE 
  
I = 347100; %cost with subsidy  
pkW = 47; %Installed amount of kW 
IperkW = I/pkW;  % initial cost with subsidy per kW  
On = (0.12*1000); % yearly maintenance cost per kW  
RD= 0; %Residual value 
S = IperkW + On; % First uppsersum 
r = 0.06; %cost of capital 
FYY= 837.6948; % kwh/h and First Year Yield 
Pnoll = sum(bolandProd); % based on David Lingfors’s insolation data. 
Assumption: Production = Consumption 
i=1; 
Elprisutveckling = 1.02; 
listOfRatio=[]; 
lt = 30; %system life time 
SDR=0.0005; % System degradation rate 
aC = 1.09; %Annuity cost 
  
while i < 31; %the loop is the denominator in LCOE 
    upperSum = FYY*(1-SDR)^(i-1); 
    underSum = (1+r)^i; 
    ratio=upperSum/underSum; 
    listOfRatio=[listOfRatio ratio]; 
    i = i+1; 
end 
ovreSum = [(IperkW+On-RD)]; 
undreSum=sum(listOfRatio); 
LCOE=ovreSum/undreSum 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% Mean spot price 
  
h=1; 
kontor=0; 
Dh = bolandProd'-sellingTime; %Photovoltaic Consumption 
Eh = hYearCons+kontor.*hyresGast1; %Total consumption for the 
building 
Mh = Pris./1000; %Swedish ORE to SEK. Spot price per kWh hourly, for 
every month 
upperSum = 0; 
underSum = 0; 
  
while h < 8761; 
    upperSum = upperSum + (Eh(h) - Dh(h))*(Mh(h)); 
    underSum = underSum + (Eh(h) - (Dh(h))); 
    h = h+1; 
end 
MSPutanPV = mean(Pris./1000) 
MSP = upperSum/underSum 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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% Self consumption 
  
Ph = bolandProd; %Photovoltaic consumption 
upperSum = 0; 
underSum = 0; 
h=1; 
while h<8761; 
    upperSum = upperSum + Dh(h); 
    underSum = underSum + Ph(h); 
    h=h+1; 
end 
  
fprintf('Andel solel som konsumeras av PV produktionen') 
SC = upperSum/underSum  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% Solar fraction 
  
upperSum = 0; 
underSum = 0; 
h=1; 
while h<8761; 
    upperSum = upperSum + Dh(h); 
    underSum = underSum + Eh(h); 
    h=h+1; 
end 
fprintf('Andel av totala konsumtionen av hela byggnaden som t‰cks av 
solel') 
SF = upperSum/underSum 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
  
% Yearly value 2014 
  
Gh = Elcertpris; %divided by 1000 since el. Cert. measures in MWh and 
we want kWh 
Sh = sellingTime; %excess to the grid. 
Ch = kundElPris; %Swedish ORE to SEK 
yV = 0; 
h = 1; 
     
while h <8760; 
    yV = yV + (Ph(h)*Gh(h))+(Sh(h)*Mh(h))+(Dh(h)*Ch(h)); % yV = 
Production*El. cert. price + Selltime*Spotprice + 
solarconsumption*customerelectricityprice 
    h = h+1; 
          
end 
fprintf('Arligt varde av systemet'); 
yV 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%Yearly value over 30 years 
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Phlist = []; 
Ghlist = []; 
Mhlist = []; 
Dhlist = []; 
Chlist = []; 
Shlist = []; 
t=0; 
h=1; 
inflation = 1.02; 
thirtyYV = []; 
yV = 0; 
  
medelPh = sum(Ph); 
medelGh = mean(Gh); 
medelMh = mean(Mh); 
medelDh = sum(Dh); 
medelCh = mean(Ch); 
medelSh = sum(Sh); 
  
while t<30; 
    Phlist = [Phlist medelPh*(1-SDR)^t]; 
    Ghlist = [Ghlist medelGh*inflation^t]; 
    Mhlist = [Mhlist medelMh*inflation^t]; 
    Dhlist = [Dhlist medelDh*(1-SDR)^t]; 
    Chlist = [Chlist medelCh*(Elprisutveckling)^t]; 
    Shlist = [Shlist medelSh*(1-SDR)^t]; 
    t=t+1; 
end 
while h<31; 
    yV 
=(Phlist(h)*Ghlist(h))+(Shlist(h)*Mhlist(h))+(Dhlist(h)*Chlist(h)); 
    h = h+1;      
    thirtyYV = [thirtyYV yV]; 
end 
thirtyYV = thirtyYV'; 
k=2; 
Rn = (1.1089*(27255+2*24396)-0)/15; % the converters price in SEK 
from NOK during lifetime of 15 years. 
In = (I-0)/30;% Linear pay off time of 30 years. Zero is the value of 
the solar cells after 30 years 
costlist = [(thirtyYV(1)-(I+On+In+Rn+r*k*(In+Rn)))]; 
while k < 31; 
    costlist = [costlist (thirtyYV(k) - (On+In+Rn+r*k*(In+Rn)))]; 
    k=k+1; 
end 
plot(costlist) 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% Annual economical evaluation 
Vn = []; 
s=1; 
  
 while s < 31; 
     Vn = [Vn (thirtyYV(s)+Vn)]; 
     s=s+1; 
      
 end 
 Vn = Vn'; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%Cumulative economical evaluation 
CEE=[]; 
q=0; 
y = 0; 
while q < 30; 
    CEE = [CEE sum(costlist(1:q))]; 
    q=q+1; 
end 
CEE; 
  
Y = zeros(1,30); 
figure 
t = plot(1:30, CEE, '-k', 1:30, Y, 'r'); 
    set(t, 'LineWidth', 2) 
    legend({'Cumulative economical evaluation', 'Reference line'}) 
    xlabel('Year') 
    ylabel('SEK') 
    title('Cumulative economical evaluation over system life time') 
!


